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Guidelines for writing a Workshop proposal 

16th European Forest Pedagogics Congress in Switzerland, 2022 
 

The deadline for proposals is the 15th of March 2022. The organizing institutions and the FCN-Forest 

Pedagogy Subgroup will choose an interesting and diverse selection of workshops from your proposals. 
 

The workshops will be held in Sihlwald on the 11th of May and in the Hönggerberg forest on 

the 12th of May. 
 

General requirements for the workshop: 

 It contributes to the theme of the congress (recommended). 

 It shows innovative best practice and discusses it, trying to develop it further. 

 It gives impulses as to how Forest Pedagogy can be developed, for example by reaching new 

target-groups or offering new methods. 

 It fulfils the objectives of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) and should be in 

accordance with the competencies of ESD. 

 It lasts either 60 or 120 minutes (including recording of the outcome/result/summary) 

 It must be held outside in the forest. 

 About 15 people should be able to attend. 

 It is possible to plan a “flipped classroom” workshop and to publish the material in advance so that 

there is more time for testing, discussion and exchange during the workshop. 

 The outcome/result/summary of the workshop should be exhibited afterwards to all the 

participants in the form of online poster/story board/collage. 

(Please note: you have to bring all the equipment/materials needed for your workshop with you. Only 

in exceptional circumstances, the congress organizer will provide equipment/material.) 
 

Flipped learning 

If possible, we try to follow the idea of “flipped classroom / flipped learning”. So that all of us can come to the congress as 

prepared as possible - that way, our exchange and mutual learning will gain in quality and depth (more on the topic here: A 

Beginner's Guide to Flipped Classroom and What, why, and how to implement a flipped classroom model). 

You already can find several blogposts on forest education and climate in Europe on http://forestpedagogics.eu/portal/news/. 

Moreover, you still can publish your experiences: collect tried and tested, working examples of climate education in 

nature/forests, or examples, which are already developed, from your countries. Publish them on the web or write a blogpost 

about it. We will then publish them on forestpedagogics.eu and on the congress website. 

 

Required information about the workshop 

You can find the workshop proposal form here: www.silviva.ch/weiterbildung/tagungen/workshop-proposal 
 

1. A short title (not more than 15 words, one line). 

2. Information about the presenter (name, organization, country). 

3. A short description of the content - what is the subject and what are the objectives of the 

workshop? Why is the topic important and relevant to Forest Pedagogy? What will participants 

know or be able to do as a result of this workshop? 

4. Format - short description of the workshop-format (discussion workshop, activity, game or 

something else, special requirements for materials). The participants should be given an idea of 

how and where they will be actively involved. (Remember, the workshop will be held outside.) 

5. Duration: 60 or 120 min 

6. Number of participants (at least/maximum) 

7. Do you plan a flipped classroom workshop? If yes, do you publish the material for the participants 

on your own website or do you need a platform (http://forestpedagogics.eu or www.silviva.org)? 

Please make your material publicly available by 15 April 2022. 
 

Any questions concerning the proposal should be sent to Christian Stocker, 

christian.stocker@silviva.ch, Stiftung SILVIVA, Jenatschstrasse 1, 8002 Zürich  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flipped_classroom
https://www.google.com/search?q=idea+of+flipped+learning+model
https://www.schoology.com/blog/flipped-classroom
https://www.schoology.com/blog/flipped-classroom
https://omerad.msu.edu/teaching/teaching-skills-strategies/27-teaching/162-what-why-and-how-to-implement-a-flipped-classroom-model
http://forestpedagogics.eu/portal/news/
http://forestpedagogics.eu/
https://www.silviva.ch/weiterbildung/tagungen/workshop-proposal
http://forestpedagogics.eu/
http://www.silviva.org/
mailto:christian.stocker@silviva.ch
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Example 

Workshop proposal - 16th European Forest Pedagogics Congress 
 

Title 

Systems-thinking games in the forest as examples of climate change education 

Information about the presenter 

Andreas Koenig, forest engineer, forest educator, adult educator, Stiftung SILVIVA, Switzerland 

Christian Stocker, forest engineer, forest educator, adult educator, Stiftung SILVIVA, Switzerland 

A short description of the content - what is the subject and what are the objectives of the 

workshop? Why is the topic important and relevant to Forest Pedagogy? What will participants 

know or be able to do as a result of this workshop? 

How can systems-thinking games in the forest lead to better climate change education and more 

forest understanding? Forest educators know system games that they can use in their daily practice. 

They know basic characteristics of system games and their advantage for good forest pedagogy and 

climate education. 

Format - short description of the workshop-format (discussion workshop, activity, game or 

something else, special requirements for materials). The participants should be given an idea 

of how and where they will be actively involved. (Remember, the workshop will be held 

outside.) 

Half an hour: Gaming and experiencing - as introduction some systems-thinking games on climate 

(change) and forests/forestry are shown and played. 

Half an hour: Discussing and collecting: about existing other systems-thinking games on climate 

(change) and forests/forestry the participants already have practiced. 

Half an hour: Designing, creating and testing new systems-thinking games on climate (change) and 

forests/forestry together. 

Half an hour: Summary, evaluation, lessons learned, criteria, consequences: how can systems-

thinking games in the forest lead to better climate change education and more forest understanding? 

Duration 

120 min 

Number of participants (at least/maximum) 

Ca. 15 (min 10, max. 20) 

Contact (e-mail address) 

Christian.stocker@silviva.ch  

Do you plan a flipped classroom workshop? 

No 

If yes, do you publish the material for the participants on your own website or do you need a 

platform (http://forestpedagogics.eu or www.silviva.ch)?  

- 

Comments 

- 

mailto:Christian.stocker@silviva.ch
http://forestpedagogics.eu/
http://www.silviva.ch/

